
National Youth Recorder Orchestras

This CD features the National Youth Recorder Orchestra, the National Youth
Training Recorder Orchestra and the newly-formed BlockWork. The tracks have been
chosen from a live recording of the concert given by the orchestras on 28th July 2007
at The Sage, Gateshead, following a week-long intensive residential course at
Pocklington School, Yorkshire.

The National Youth Recorder Orchestra gave its inaugural concert in June 2002
with 60 auditioned young players from the British Isles under the batons of Colin
Touchin, Dennis Bamforth and Colin Martin. The Society of Recorder Players, at
the suggestion of Colin Touchin, launched the Orchestra with the help of a legacy
from the late Arthur Ingram, a former Treasurer of the Society. Since 2002 further
courses and concerts have taken place around the country with the standard of
auditioned players rising and the repertoire performed including both original
compositions and arrangements. The number of annual courses has expanded,
now including Playing Days and an Easter Course. During the weeklong intensive
summer course, players have the opportunity to benefit from expert tuition
covering all aspects of technique and interpretation during sectional and
orchestral rehearsal by tutors Helen Hooker, Chris Orton and Ross Winters. 

Two years ago, the orchestra has expanded into two ensembles: a training orchestra
(NYTRO) and a more advanced ensemble (NYRO). This year the new ensemble
BlockWork has been added: 11 selected players playing one-to-a-part to achieve an
even higher refinement of precision and texture. 
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Programme Notes

The Recorder Orchestra movement began in 1947 with the foundation by Rudolph Barthel
of the Neukoellner Blockfloetenorchester – I attended their 60th birthday concert
preparations in Berlin on June 23 this year and discovered some similarities in the British
approach and several contrasts.  Their programme this year included two works NYRO
performed in our 2006 concert (by Fortin and Langer); and they also included several works
in combination with string quintet, mandolins and guitars, and percussion.  In tribute to the
vision and foundations laid by Barthel we have included his Suite in our repertoire this year.  

The deaths in 2005 of Dennis Bamforth and in 2006 of Colin Martin sadly remind us of the
huge debt we owe them for their untiring and inspiring work developing the Northern
Recorder Course, the Stockport Recorder College and the Manchester Recorder Orchestra;
and it was Dennis who now famously said in 1969 “what we need is a National Youth
Recorder Orchestra” in his Director of Music’s office at William Hulme’s Grammar School in
Manchester where I was an impressionable recorder-playing student.  They conducted on the
first NYRO course in 2002 and together inspired the British development of an ensemble
most often now scored in 11 parts – Sopranino, divided Descants, Trebles, Tenors and
Basses, plus Great Bass and Contrabass.  Works exploring divided extreme parts have also
proved successful, but this 11-part standard is beginning to be adopted, much as brass
bands conform to a definite line-up across the globe.  

Most of the music in our programmes is originally written for recorder orchestra, and each
composer finds something distinctive in tonal blend, colour, texture and sonority.  We are
delighted to include two world premieres.  One by a local composer, John Hawkes, in a
traditional form of the symphony, develops melodic and rhythmic thematic material across
the registers; dedicated to Pam Smith and the Phoenix Recorder Orchestra, this is a fine and
substantial addition to the British repertoire.  

The other premiere features our new ensemble BlockWork. Establishing this ensemble as
the first of its kind in the UK, we hope to inspire more chamber recorder orchestras to evolve
within larger orchestras and to become regular features in, for example, county music

education. The Northern Recorder Course of 2008 will feature the first works specially
composed for chamber recorder orchestra.  Today’s work is written by a player/composer who
attended some of the Recorder Orchestra Recording Weekends I ran in Manchester from
1979 to 1985, and Paul Richards and his wife Sheila (also a player at these events) have
established Willobie Press, one of the leading UK recorder music publication houses.  

Developing a structure for the orchestras is a constant discussion point amongst our
dedicated tutors and committee: we are delighted that in only the third year of NYTRO they
are already tackling a symphony which NYRO played in our 2005 concert (by Steve Marshall,
one of the leading UK recorder composers).  Such rapid technical progress shows there are
in the whole country many fine young musicians who choose to play the recorder and wish
to play in high-standard representative ensembles.  Rising standards are extremely
gratifying, and lead to higher expectations – our ambition to establish NYRO at the level of
NYO, NYW, NYC, NYBB, etc. drives the search for talented players, and we realise that
demanding, exciting and inspiring repertoire is the key to sustaining the players’ interest and
triggering further growth around the country.  

NYTRO include this year a recent work written for Christopher Burgess and the Hampshire
Recorder Sinfonia by Colin Hand, who has written for recorders for over 50 years – I recall
the excitement of playing in the premiere of his Fanfare for a Festival in 1968 (written for the
21st birthday of the Manchester branch of the Society of Recorder Players).  Taking a
Cheshire Souling Song as theme (a repetitive, begging appeal common for many years
around All Souls’ Day, and part of the background to the development of Hallowe’en
traditions), the music floats, dances and rushes through a fugal finale to a lively conclusion.  

They also play Matthias Maute’s Ricercar – Matthias is a superb recorder-player, and
conductor of the Manhattan Recorder Orchestra; also he is currently composing an opera
which will include recorders in the orchestral score.  The 4-part Ricercar (3 Treble and 1 Bass
parts) shows considerable variation of ensemble techniques and features a few glissandi!  

Of the other works studied this year, my own was one of the three (with Dennis Bamforth’s
Divertimento and Paul Clark’s Variations on Scarborough Fair) composed for the first British



recorder orchestra, on the Northern Recorder Course of 1973.  We didn’t then know about
Contrabasses! but the 6 lines of Sopranino, Descant, Treble, Tenor, Bass and Great Bass (now
doubled with some judicious Contra) all play a chromatic fugue essentially in Eb minor, and
the middle chorale is in the no less easy to finger F# major!  Written to exploit and explore
the virtuosity of a truly orchestral ensemble of skilled players, there are passages for multi-
divisions, and for solo/tutti contrasts.  

Lyndon Hilling is a fine bassoonist and recorder-player working in the Northamptonshire
Music Service – he has arranged and composed for wind players most of his life, and this
work for recorder orchestra captures the spirit and vitality of the city, with a touch of history,
too.  Written for Judith Bottomley and the Firle Recorder Workshops the opening movement
starts with a noble pavan then launches into the horses riding to battle; the eerily
atmospheric second movement depicts a local site of Thomas a Becket’s colourful past; and
the lively dance syncopations and marching band of the last movement show the versatility
of the ensemble.  

Finally, with so many good players and the in-the-round facility of the The Sage, Gateshead,
it seemed a good time to attempt an arrangement of the great 40-part motet Spem in Alium
by Thomas Tallis – such a beautiful and almost unique vocal work transfers well to the
register of recorders and makes every player responsible for their own sometimes tricky
syncopated rhythms fitting into a magnificent tapestry of woven counterpoint. The
performance had a magical effect for those inside the theatre, the players almost invisible in
the dark gallery two stories above the listeners: although stereo reproduction can work
wonders, capturing this special ‘you-had-to-be-there’ feeling proved elusive and reluctantly
the piece is not included on this CD.

The disc does, however, end with the other piece combining all the NYRO and NYTRO
players, three movements from Barthel’s Neuköllner Suite.

Biographies

Colin Touchin has a distinguished record of conducting and composing for young musicians
including 8 years at Chetham’s School of Music, Manchester, and nearly 15 as Director of
Music - University of Warwick. He is currently Associate Conductor - London Charity
Orchestra, Principal Guest Conductor - Essex Chamber Orchestra, Founder/Conductor -
Spires Philharmonic Orchestra and Chorus in Coventry, Conductor - Warwickshire Youth
Orchestra, and Conductor - Derbyshire City and County Youth Wind Band. He founded
Chetham’s Symphonic Wind Ensemble, the British Universities Honours Band, Warwick
Orchestral Winds, and the National Youth Recorder Orchestra; and amongst other
activities he has conducted over 100 concerts at Warwick Arts Centre, including Mahler
Symphony of a Thousand, Bruckner 4, Beethoven cycle, Tippett Child of Our Time, and opera
including Gluck Orpheus ed Eurydice, Tchaikovsky Eugene Onegin, Bizet Carmen. He has
conducted the National Youth Wind Orchestras of both Britain and Luxembourg, and the
Hong Kong Youth Orchestra.  For nine years he was a regular conductor (orchestra, choir,
wind band) at Dartington International Summer School. Colin has commissioned and
premiered many new works and gained many awards with orchestras, choirs and bands,
including Gold-Open Class Final - National Concert Band Festival, and Gold or Silver at
every international festival entered.  His compositions have been broadcast on national and
local radio and television; he is increasingly in demand to write to commission, and to lead
workshops in conducting, clarinet, recorder, ensemble-coaching and adjudication, having
given such presentations now in over 20 countries.

Eileen Silcocks was born in Bristol and started playing recorder and cello at the age of
seven. Music was always central to everything, even at that age. She was soon principal
cellist of local school and youth orchestras, and was fortunate to find the Bristol Youth
Recorder Group at an early age. 

After A levels, she went on to study for a music degree at Cardiff University, where she had
cello lessons with George Isaac, an inspiring teacher and wonderful player. After her first
music degree, Eileen studied the recorder and early music practice in the Netherlands from
1976, with Ku Ebbinge, Ricardo Kanji, Frans Brüggen and Wim ten Have. She lived and



worked there until 1988, when she moved to Aberystwyth, Wales. There she taught at the
University, as well as teaching in local Carmarthenshire schools. She lived, performed and
taught in Wales and then Iceland where she was principal cellist of the North Icelandic
Symphony Orchestra, as well as recorder and cello teacher.

Whilst in Iceland, she also set up a Baroque ensemble with other local musicians, and gave
national workshops on Baroque style. Currently Eileen lives in Scotland, where she performs
with the Baroque group, Banquet of Musick, and the recorder ensemble Flauti Animati
Scotica.

She also conducts the Scottish Recorder Orchestra. Eileen teaches on recorder and viol
courses around Europe. These include the Easter Early Music course, the Recorder and Viol
course in Ireland, and the Recorder Summer School, of which she is a director. These involve
coaching adults, conducting groups, and performing with colleagues.

Ross Winters’ formative influences were the teaching of his father, Leslie, a music degree at
The Queen’s College, Oxford, two years in Amsterdam studying with Walter van Hauwe and
the recorder playing of Frans Bruggen.  In the early part of his career he played regularly on
the South Bank, at the Wigmore Hall and for various festivals as a soloist, with early music
groups and with his recorder consort. He recorded several programmes for BBC Radio 3 of
Baroque and 20th century music, including Alan Bush’s Sonatina which was composed for
him. Whilst living in East Anglia from  1982 he  continued to perform frequently in that
region and elsewhere. He moved to Folkestone in 2005.  His CD of English Recorder Music
with Andrew Ball was released in 2000 and has met with considerable approval. He has
devoted himself to teaching all ages from six year olds to adults and was Professor of
Recorder at The Royal College of Music for 15 years and concurrently at the former London
College of Music for 6 years. He has been in  charge of the recorder teaching  Birmingham
Conservatoire for 10 years. He has coached on all six summer courses for the National Youth
Recorder Orchestra and is a diploma examiner for the Associated Board of the Royal Schools
of Music. 

NYRO Players: Paulyeehon Abramovici*, Michael Atkins, Emily Bannister, Hannah
Bannister, Rajkiran Barhey*, Hannah Barkley, Grace Barnett, Elizabeth Brook*, Lucy Carr*,
Charlotte Cox, Ben Cracknell, Helena Frost, Susanna George*, Anisha Gupta, David Hanks,
Grace Harvey*, David Jones, Oliver Jones*, Kirsten King*, Sarah Langdon, Thea Lawrence,
Sadie Lloyd, Felicity Main*, Genevieve Morritt, Dmitri Olayzola, Edward Osbourne, Pippa
Ovenden*, Josephine Park, Adam Riches, Frances Ringer, Emily-May Roebuck, Hannah Rose,
Grace Scott Deuchar*, Ewan Stephens, E. Victoria Walker, Kate Willerton-Gill, Gavin
Wiseman *Denotes BlockWork players

NYTRO Players: Naomi Bullivant, Emma Cowper, Jessica Cowper, Joseph Edwards, Daisy
Forden-Keech, Abigail Gittens, Theodore Hill, Katherine Jones, Clare Malone, Finn McAleer,
Caitlin McHale, Helena Prettyman, Charlotte Raines, Grace Redmore, Lucy Redmore, Gideon
Salter, David Searle, Madeleine Webb

NYRO Committee: Andrew Short (Chairman), Colin Touchin (Musical Director), Naomi
Winterburn (Administrator), Rosemary Byde (Treasurer), Dianne Charles, Jean Murray

Music Staff: Colin Touchin (Musical Director), Eileen Silcocks (NYTRO Conductor), Helen
Hooker, Christopher Orton, Ross Winters, Patrick Richmond

Course Housestaff: Frances Dodd (Matron), Dianne Charles, Alexandra Emerson, Judy
Sherwood, Sharon Willerton

Recording: All tracks recorded by Mike Skeet at The Sage, Gateshead on 28th July 2007
CD mastering by Paul Arden-Taylor        Artwork layout by Paul Medley
Produced by Dinmore Records        MCPS        NYRO 007


